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Dear Parents, Carers, Governors, Friends, Staff and Pupils
This May we are setting
something a bit different for
our holiday challenge.

There are two ways in which
the children can compete
for a prize in October.

Every child from the
Foundation Year to Year 5
has been given a pumpkin
seed, which they have
already planted.

1. Grow the heaviest
Pumpkin.
2. Produce a record of the
pumpkin’s development.
This could be a simple
diary a photo diary. It
would be really great if
once a pumpkin starts to
develop the children
could weigh the fruit and
keep an on going record
of its progress. This
mathematical activity
would be really useful
and help the children
develop their
understanding of grams
and (hopefully)
kilograms! Perhaps the
record could include a
graph? A simple bar
chart or for the older
children a line graph.

Hopefully it has sprouted
and has been brought home
for the holiday.
I ask that when it is strong
enough, it is planted on at
home either straight into the
garden or large pot.
Over the next few months
we ask that this little
seedling is watered, fed and
encouraged in any way felt
appropriate! If the worst
should happen and a
seedling fails to thrive its ok
to plant another.

Each class also has a
pumpkin seed which will be
planted in the school
allotment. The top pumpkin
in the school will also win a
prize for the class.
The Great Pumpkin Weigh In
will be on Friday 27th
October 2017. Obviously
the children will be able to
take the pumpkins back
home for making into soup
or for sculpture or both!
Let the Great Pumpkin
Competition begin!
PS. For those of you familiar
with the cake contest in the
film “Calendar Girls,” …
pumpkins bought at Marks
and Spencer or other
suppliers will be frowned
upon!

